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CGIAR Program on Participatory Research and Gender Analysis

Summary of Recommendations

The PRGA Program has made rapid and excellent progress towards accomplishing its goals and purposes. In its report, the Review Team identifies a number of areas and accomplishments of the Program that make it one of the most innovative activities within the CGIAR.

However, the Review Team was specifically asked to look critically at current and past PRGA activities and to make suggestions and recommendations where adjustments are felt to be appropriate. Six major areas were identified within which relevant recommendations were formulated: Research Program, Management and Organization, Small Grants, Methodology and Capacity Development, Partners and Networking and Program Impact. These suggestions and recommendations are made in the belief that the PRGA Program clearly merits continuing into a second phase and it is the hope of the Review Team that the observations set out here may help to strengthen the Program in the new Phase.

1. Research Program

i  Assemble and refine experiences with innovative statistical/biophysical approaches to PPB trial design, comparisons between farms, integration of results of spontaneous farmer experimentation (“mother-baby” trials) and the analysis of results and disseminate these in accessible, “tricks of the trade” type publications.

ii  Continue to support innovative and high quality social and biophysical methods utilized in PPB.

iii Increase the focus of the Program on the contribution of PPB to enhancement of biodiversity conservation and ecosystem resilience through case studies taking a biodiversity angle on PPB.

iv Give increased attention and small grants support to the application of PPB to multiple crop combinations.

v  Consider making exploration of PPB with crop combinations one of the criteria of a special set of “cutting edge” small grants in a restructured small grants program.

vi Links continued funding and other rewards to adherence to guidelines and identify “best practices” from these projects that would be available for new projects (capacity building small grants). The use of guidelines and “best practices” could be part of a mentoring and support process involving PRGA personnel and/or those involved in successfully implemented projects.

vii Given the importance of so-called informal seed systems in the organizational framework of crop improvement it is suggested that a higher priority be given in the awarding of small grants to innovative approaches to integrating PPB with these complex but powerful forms of seed diffusion.

viii Systematic study should be undertaken of the existing organizational structures of plant breeding within the CGIAR Centers, with the aim of identifying constraints and opportunities for the incorporation of PR/GA principles and tools in these structures. The recent System-wide review of plant breeding was tasked to look at methodologies, and only touched on institutional issues such as inter-center collaboration, IARC-NARS links, strengthening farmers/women’s organizations and involvement with the private sector. The Review team is not aware of an institutional analysis of IARC-NARS plant breeding organization, including seed multiplication and distribution systems.
Pursue the existing proposal of PRGA Coordinating Office to systematically address the issue of IPR in respect of participatory plant breeding.

Whilst maintaining continued close links with IPGRI on the relation of IPR to crop germplasm, PRGA should begin to take a more visible role around the issue of Farmers’ Rights and policy formulation within the CGIAR around this issue.

To overcome this problem, we suggest three alternative models which the PRGA leadership might like to consider to bring greater coherence and manageability to this component:

**Model 1:** Limit NRM projects to those which include PPB. This model supports a move towards a much tighter focusing of the Program and especially supports the effort to explore in practice the linkages that exist conceptually between NRM and PPB.

**Model 2:** Identification of limited number of “focal themes” for NRM with small grants funding of new activities in these areas. The Program is currently using a version of this model, but the Review Team proposes a tighter prioritizing of focal themes than exist at present. Based on evidence during the recent Nairobi Seminar, the strongest candidates seem to be biodiversity conservation and IPM. If biodiversity conservation is to be effectively absorbed by the PPB component, then the PRGA leadership may want to consider limiting the focal areas to IPM and one other area, such as soil fertility management or forest management at the present time. A corollary to this model would be the development and support for mentoring or collegial linkages between these projects and members of the NRM Scientists Group and also closer linkages with other groups that are already working with a focus on the selected themes.

**Model 3:** “Piggy back” a PRGA component on existing, funded NRM activities which lack this aspect. This offers strong opportunities for mainstreaming through close association with international and national NRM efforts.

Discontinue the Women and Technology initiative, or reformulate its design to reflect a more critical perspective on gender and technology.

Come to closure on the State of the Art paper on gender, and provide a clear conceptual framework for incorporation of gender analysis in PPB and NRM. The responsibility of the Program with respect to advocating for change in current research practices would benefit from further discussion among projects and the Centers.

Identify cases of gender analysis in PPB and NRM; for instance the experiences of WARDA or ICARDA where gender analysis has been incorporated and is used to identify target groups (and differences within these groups). These cases need to clearly show how GA can add value to the research; cases would also flag issues for future attention. They should include less-researched issues such as property rights and biotechnology.

Incorporate a more explicit attention to gender issues in biodiversity conservation and use. Give greater programmatic recognition to the empirical linkages that exist between PPB and NRM by:

- establishing biodiversity conservation as a clear component of PPB
- working towards a single “sustainable agriculture and natural resource management” Working Group whilst continuing to provide a platform for specific exchanges on PPB or other issues for example.
- concentrating research efforts on a small number of focal areas, consisting of PPB/biodiversity conservation, IPM and perhaps one other area. We would like to propose some actions that might help to clarify this dilemma:

Review the identity of “the subject” of PPB discussions and projects. There is continuing reference to “the farmer” when gender analysis shows that farming is usually a household activity with different actors and diverse interests at play.
xvii Identify one or two “cutting edge” projects in PPB where the focus is on farmer-led breeding. Make these cases the focus of a major methodological interrogation and ground-truthing. Devote adequate human and operational resources to these case studies.

xviii Give more attention to the differences in methodological requirements between functional PPB and its closest equivalent in PNRM research cases that focus on technical, organizational and policy type outputs/results respectively.

2. Management and Organization

i. Clarify, make more transparent and strengthen the Planning Group terms of reference (TORs) both for the PG members themselves but also, possible more importantly, for those interacting with the PRGA such as the small grant recipients and other IARCs.

ii. Consider identifying one of the current PG members affiliated to a CGIAR Center (CGIAR Rep. the NRM position and the PPB position) as the formal link to the group of Center Liaison Scientists. This can help increase the perception of PRGA as a Center-wide Initiative and could increase the ownership of the Program by other centers.

iii. Clear TORs need to be developed for Center Liaisons, and ways of interacting with them in addition to the existing program listserves need to be explored.

iv. Provide opportunities for exchange visits between the Centers (with funds from PRGA matched by the center concerned).

v. Any new Liaisons who did not attend the 1998 International Seminar should be made familiar with the principles of collaborative partnership adopted by the Planning Group.

vi. Review staffing imbalances between programs and clarify how the resources are distributed between programs, regions and types of activities. (While only minor changes may be possible this phase, the proposal for the next phase would certainly benefit from such a review).

vii. Implement a regionally based, proactive approach to proposal development where potential grantees in a region are brought together in a work/write-shop to identify priorities for the region and collectively develop integrated and/or complementary proposals.

viii. Pursue the possibility of decentralizing the small grants management to a representative IARC in the region. Support funds may be required, although in-kind contributions from Centers could also be explored. It should be noted, however, that the fact that a particular Center in a region becomes active in PRGA does not mean that this is equivalent to a mechanism for regional networking.

ix. NARS-CGIAR regional priority setting activities that are currently in process could benefit from the use of tools and methods developed by the PRGA. The Program should seek to establish a relationship with the ongoing regional dialog and seek to provide a methodological platform for an inclusive, innovative planning process.

x. Small grantees need to be informed in a timely manner about opportunities for follow-up phase funding.

xi. When accounting for what portion of the funding goes to which activities, it would be useful to include in-kind contributions of the IARCs to PRGA. Likewise, the time of staff allocated to various parts of the program should be included in order to give a more accurate picture of the support to each component of the program. This could also be considered an “indicator of PR mainstreaming”.

xii. Ensure that from the outset of a project, small grant recipients are informed in a timely manner about opportunities for follow-up funding.
xiii. Put in place an evaluation process for the Program comparable with the emphasis on M&E in the small grants projects.

xiv. Develop techniques for more systematically monitoring changes in the use of PR/GA methods and level of their institutionalization within Centers.

xv. Introduce improved communications between Coordinating Office and grantees, for the sake of clearer understanding on the proposal review and approval process but also for broader aspects of the Program.

xvi. Seek ways for a more proactive communication strategy to be implemented. This should include the search for techniques to engage recipients of grants and Center Liaison scientists more actively in the Program, and the wide targeting of researchers and managers in the Centers.

3. Small Grants

i. Move to use small grants more proactively and as part of a program strategy to further its reach, capacity building and development of a community of participatory research practitioners and partners. Because of this the Review Team does not agree with the option of offering fewer, larger grants. Cases such as the small grant implemented as part of the African Highlands Ecoregional Program show that small grants can generate cutting edge PRGA research results.

ii. Review the program strategy to flexibly incorporate different models of small grants in order to strengthen such strategy.

- One potential model is to foster a series of new but related PRGA initiatives or pilot efforts in a region, accompanied by workshops and write-shops for capacity building and also for joint analysis of the experiences for extracting and documenting "cross sectional" lessons. One or more CG Centers could be engaged in each regional initiative as participants in the research, capacity building and management of the effort, networking and funding.

- Another model is similar to the case of the small grant implemented by the African Highlands Ecoregional Program, where the research effort supported by the small grant "piggy backs" on an ongoing NRM effort that meets certain desires conditions, e.g., stakeholders committees, participatory M&E or other.

iii. Small grants could also be used more proactively to empower teams selected for their capacity for cutting edge research and to address key program questions, such as the management of intellectual property rights in PR, ethical dimension and responsibilities in PR, e.g., what happens or should happen to farmer groups formed for research purposes after research ends, etc.

iv. Develop better and well-documented terms of references and guidelines for all small grants, in addition to those available for PPB small grants, and make them available to all stakeholders. These must account for the diversity of small grant models, functions, size and potentially shared management. This will foster more open feedback among grant recipients (and non-recipients) and Program management.

v. Structure and account for each grant including the research grant proper and an added amount, from the same or different funding, to cover management, capacity building, technical and documentation support.

4. Methodology Development and Capacity Building

i. Broaden the Program’s methods strategy in order to “bring along” more persuasively the original constituency of scientists in the CG Centers and partner institutions rather than maintaining a fairly independent, “cutting edge” path in the company of a minority of PR/GA
exponents in the CGIAR and other institutions. The latter is certainly needed, but the Program will also require better acquaintance with the plans, expectations and constraints of the larger group of targeted researchers, perhaps through a methods needs assessment exercise.

ii. Explore alternative ways to make available the benefits of PR/GA to researchers of different discipline who either do not use PR/GA or apply only the most “functional” aspects of the approach. For example, the program could look into ways to integrate (“piggy back”) specific biophysical or social science research with efforts that are already participatory and require more specific disciplinary research input. This can create interdisciplinary partnerships between groups with expertise in PRGA and others that contribute to and benefit from PR/GA. This kind of integration also offers the possibility of being more cost effective and probably more efficient than persuading a group of inexperienced biologists to engage in participatory efforts to design, implement and deliver the results of their work, even if they are strongly supported.

iii. Development and use of simple statistical design and inference tools in field research with farmers should be identified, fostered and supported. These will also contribute to develop stronger partnerships among the program and the researchers it wants to influence.

iv. TAC’s proposal for an annual meeting of social scientists in the CGIAR should be encouraged by and used to the benefit of the PRGA.

v. Think more strategically of the type and scheduling of training events to approach the program objectives and make better use of its personnel and other resources.

vi. Base this on a more structured analysis of needs in combination with responses to requests, and also of opportunities to team up with or mobilize other available expertise for capacity building in PR/GA.

vii. Structure and plan capacity building through training, demonstrations, applications and follow-up.

viii. Once well tried and consolidated, package specific training modules and materials in ways that permit to delegate their next rounds delivery to partners or through electronic means (e.g., interactive CD ROM) and more conventional forms of dissemination.

ix. Target capacity building on participating communities, at least to facilitate the identification of local “champions” and “PRGA leaders”. The presence and interaction of a team with the community on a fairly continuous long-term basis is probably the most important factor to motivate and energize community participation and readiness to innovate and provides an excellent capacity-building environment. It should also provide an “exit strategy”, i.e., what will be left in the community in terms of capacity for independent follow up after the projects ends. This is an ethical responsibility of all true PRGA efforts.

x. Repackage existing training materials to serve better the needs and capabilities of different sections of users within the PRGA constituency. One such group includes the members of field teams. Many of them are not researchers or have less training than the researchers that existing materials target now.

xi. In some cases translation from English is also a strict requirement.

xii. It is clear that to enhance its reach closer to the ground, the Program must find ways to complement its Internet and other high tech centered approach with more conventional learning approaches (e.g. curriculum development, smaller workshops).

5. Partners and Networking

i. Continue the development of the participatory, gender-responsive research mechanisms and particularly explore how the CGIAR liaison scientists and other stakeholders including NARS partners can play a larger role.
ii. Explore further means to improve communication, information and knowledge flow with the CGIAR, NARS and other stakeholders

iii. Continue to develop printed publications for its partners and peers but some of these should also be targeted to specific groups including donors, directors, development agents and farmers. “Lay” publications such as “Crossing Perspectives in PPB” or “Equity, Well-being and Eco-system Health” have been much appreciated, but they are too long for important groups such as donors. Furthermore, efficient and cost effective media for rapid dissemination of information, including videos, electronic forms and web publishing should be extended, as much as possible, to stakeholders including NARS partners, development agents and farmers.

iv. As the PRGA continues to strengthen, partnership and networking strategy should consider the following elements:

- research partnerships focused on well-defined problems aimed at generating new knowledge in PPB, NRM and gender analysis at the regional level (i.e. Africa, Asia and Latin America) under the umbrella of the PRGA;
- partnerships to enhance technology development, adoption, gender analysis and impact at regional level; and
- partnerships to develop research capacity in NARS with inputs from institutions like IFPRI on agricultural and NRM policy and ISNAR on research policy and management

v. Develop a strategy for managing and periodically reviewing its partnerships and networks for greater effectiveness and efficiency.

vi. Greater conceptual clarity be given to the notion of affiliated project and its networking and partnership status clarified or the PRGA Coordinating Office consider terminating the arrangement. To leave this as a purely administrative arrangement may lead to confusion with respect to the attempt to use the networking links as a means to ensure a certain level of quality in projects associated with the Program.

5. Program Impact

i. Efforts to strengthen Program capacity to monitor and assess impacts are highly commendable. PRGA is encouraged to maximize use of internal and external resources through collaboration. The Program should document its impact on its collaborating institutions and on food security, poverty reduction and natural resources management through a comprehensive analysis and interpretation of recently available PRGA-survey data. The Program should also include a component and identify indicators for monitoring and evaluation of projects to assess progress being made.

ii. Continue to strengthen its training activities (including more structured needs assessment and follow-up) and its research fellowship mechanisms to enhance individual, group and institutional capacity building
CGIAR Program on Participatory Research  
and Gender Analysis

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Background

The PRGA Program has its origins in a 6 day international seminar and planning workshop in 1996 which developed a proposal and five year workplan with stakeholders from more than 50 institutions (IARCs, NARS and NGOs). The proposal and workplan were submitted to TAC and approved in October 1996, and the Program began to implement the workplan in April 1997. The workplan and the associated logframe form the basis for annual reporting and are the backbone of program activities.

The 1996 Planning Workshop participants formed three working groups: the participatory plant breeding group (PGB), the natural resource management group (NRMG) and the gender-working group (later integrated into the workplans of the PBG and the NRMG). The participants in these working groups identified the role of the Program as to address knowledge and methods gaps in existing research activities and workplans included identified gaps. They envisaged the workplans as being carried out by a network of loosely coordinated actors drawn from across a wide cross-section of the stakeholders represented at the meeting. The Program therefore began to implement the workplans with a part time Coordinator (J. Ashby), a part-time facilitator for the PBG (L. Sperling) and an arrangement with the NGO SHRISTI to facilitate the NRMG.

By 1998 it became clear that there was need for more than facilitation to conduct the necessary “state of the art” review papers and design the small grant program to catalyze innovative research to address these gaps. A full-time staff of specialists was therefore gradually assembled, including a sociologist (L. Sperling) specialized in PPB to facilitate the PBG; an economist specialized in gender and impact assessment (N. Lilja) and a gender specialist (M. Fernandez, who left the program in June 2000). In addition the Program now supports two international postdoctoral fellows: an anthropologist with gender analysis expertise (B. Gurung) based in Asia with CIMMYT’s Nepal Program and a sociologist (P. Sanginga) based with the ICRAF-coordinated African Highlands Initiative. In Latin America one M.Sc. political scientist facilitates the Spanish-speaking PPB network from CIAT, Colombia. The NRMG is presently supported with part-time facilitation from an ecologist with PR experience (A. Braun). Other postgraduate students and visiting scientists have also been brought into the Program in different capacities.

At the planning meeting in 1996 the various stakeholder groups present decided to nominate an individual to join a Planning Group with advisory functions on policy and strategy to assist the Program Coordinator, analogous to the way a board of trustees functions. Members of the Planning Group represent stakeholders designated as the Donors, CGIAR Centers, NARS, NGOs, Plant Breeding, Natural Resource Management, Gender, Farmer organizations and the Convening center.

Although no External Review was formally built into the workplan, the PRGA Coordination, anticipating the end of this phase of the project in 2002, commissioned this External Review to provide a critical reflection on the Program in preparation for the new phase.
1.2 Terms of Reference

Terms of reference consisted of four elements (full terms of Reference can be found in Annex 1):

Assessment of PRGA's progress towards increasing the extent and quality of participatory research approaches and gender analysis used in participatory plant breeding (PPB) in CG Centers and their most important partners in reference to the Objectively Verifiable Indicators (OVI), listed in the PRGA Program logframe (also see attached - Program Goal and Purpose).

Assessment of the progress in the current PPB 5-year workplan including an assessment of the relative priorities to date among the 5 outputs of the participatory plant breeding workplan. Is the Program carrying out this workplan with the appropriate balance among different outputs to reach its goals?

With reference to the work carried out by the Program to-date, is the organization of the Program Staff and the Working Groups appropriate for the Program to achieve the planned outputs and to reach its goal, with a suitable balance in the level of effort given to Natural Resource Management (NRM), Participatory Plant Breeding (PPB) and Gender Analysis.

Based on the assessment of the progress to-date, suggestions and / or recommendations for improvement were made.

1.3 Review Process

The review was carried out entirely during the PRGA III International Seminar and Small Grants Workshop, held in Nairobi from 6 to 11 November, 2000. With such limited time, the Review was based on published materials made available during the week, presentations by and interviews with the PRGA staff and informal interviews with different Program stakeholders. In addition, a simple questionnaire was used with Liaison scientists to gain a better, semi-quantified, insight into the state of participatory research and gender analysis in the different Centers. The Review Report has been organized in two parts. The first part consists of a review of the achievements of the Program, based primarily on comparing current achievements (after three years of the Program) against the Indicators and Milestones associated with the Goal, Purpose and Outputs of the five-year Program. The main part of the Report consists of Suggestions and Recommendations for changes in different parts of the Program, which may help to achieve even greater success than has been already achieved in the past three years. Even though the several suggestions may appear to require an expansion in the work responsibilities of the program, they must be treated as options to be chosen and focused strategically.

1.4 Achievements of the Program Based on the Logframe

This section examines the Program Logical Framework. It maps the Program’s indicators and milestones against its stated goal, purpose and outputs. The information in this section is a combination of both the team’s observations during the review, documentation or factual information provided by the Program and information exchange between the review team and Program following the first draft of the review paper.

By any measure, there has been enormous progress in the implementation of the CGIAR Program on Participatory Research and Gender Analysis. This is demonstrated by the quality of
on-going PPB small grants projects, the extent of commissioned and in house publications on several areas of concern to the Program, the growth of networking linkages made possible through an active Listserv and energetic Coordination and by no means least, the strength of support built up and maintained in the donor community. It should be remembered that the Sections below review Outputs achieved over three years in what is a five-year timeframe.

1.4.1 Program Goal

The first OVI calls for increased capacity to use PR/GA in at least 50% of Centers at the end of 5 years. It is clear that there are already some very positive experiences within Centers and these are increasingly being shared within meetings such as the Symposium in Nairobi. This helps to build enthusiasm and ultimately to expand capacity in the participating Centers and in other institutions. Bringing about increased capacity in 50% of Centers still appears ambitious and further thought needs to be given as to how it will be verified at the end of five years.

Documentation on progress made thus far, which indicates that more than 50% of the Centers have participated in PR activities, is a good and necessary indicator but not sufficient in its analysis of PR increased capacity and incorporation in Center programming.

The second OVI calls for the documentation of the impact of PR/GA on technology development processes and research organization through at least 10 case studies. It is not very clear if the case studies of impact refer generally to the use of PR/GA (in which case the OVI seems to have already been met by the case studies presented in the Quito proceedings/book of case studies) or if the impact is related to the actions of the PRGA Program, particularly in relation to CGIAR Centers. If the latter, then the OVI might not have been satisfied yet, though the current attention to impact assessment within the Program should deliver these case studies well before the end of the five year period.

1.4.2 Program Purpose

In terms of assessing and developing methodologies and organizational innovations for gender-sensitive PR and operationalizing them in PB and NRM programs, this is still early days, though clear inroads have been made in some CGIAR Center’s core programs. Evidence from a survey of Center Liaison scientists suggests that whereas individual Directors of Centers may be open to PR/GA ideas, this is not yet translating into the formal incorporation of these ideas into the Center’s core program (See Table 1). This suggests that the small grants activities and other aspects of the Program may need to be used more strategically for creating credibility for PR/GA work and helping to encourage its incorporation in core programs (see next Section).

Farmer representation has not yet been achieved and may be easier to do so if the Program is decentralized.

In summary, at the level of goal and purpose it is clear to the Review Team that several Centers have participated and contributed significantly to specific activities and outputs of the PRGA program. However, it is less clear the extent to which such participation has been part of a definite strategy by particular Centers to incorporate PR/GA principles and tools into their core research programs, the achievement of which is the central challenge for the PRGA Program. The team feels that part of the problem may be the need for better documentation of what has been done and achieved in this regard and this is included as a recommendation in Section 7. However, a rethinking of PRGA strategy may also be required to improve this kind of
mainstreaming and we hope that several of the suggestions and recommendations made in Section 1.5 can contribute to that process.

1.4.3 Outputs

(Note: detailed achievements for each output is included in Annex 1)

**Output # 1** calls for effective participatory methods in PB assessed & developed with focus on farmer-led and formal-led breeding including both plant selection (segregating lines) and variety selection (fixed lines). Related to this output, the Program has produced three “State of the Art papers” on formal-led PPB, farmer-led PPB and biotechnology-assisted PPB. A PPB Guideline has also been produced, which is still in draft form. 'Lay' scientific publications have also been produced (e.g. Crossing Perspectives). The Program has also supported in different ways a number of non-PRGA publications by NARS, other CGIAR Centers and Northern institutions of key interest for scientific use and/or public awareness.

Three international seminars with PPB as a major component and two regional symposia specifically on PPB have been organized over the past four years with important methodological papers presented by invited participants.

An innovative small grants program has been run, which includes formal and farmer-led PPB and both stable and segregating lines. A successful Listserve has been established which has facilitated substantive discussions in both English and Spanish on PPB issues.

The Program has also supported Ph.D. research on strategic methodological issues.

**Output # 2** calls for beneficiary groups to be more accurately targeted & involved in PB through methods developed for involving direct/indirect stakeholders.

The Small Grants program has included a component on beneficiary assessment and has promoted integrated approach among stakeholders.

Impact assessment tools have been developed and impact assessment of PPB projects is on going to assess participation of beneficiaries among other things.

Several publications have focused attention on stakeholder analysis and the effectiveness of different methods for involving users. The Listserve has also held two discussions on stakeholder identification and on impact assessment.

Capacity building workshops focusing on gender and stakeholder analysis have been conducted in Latin America and in Asia, and both have given attention to better targeting and involvement of beneficiaries.

PPB products are user differentiated (e.g. WARDA, ICARDA reports) to a certain extent depending on the project. Much of this work preceded the formation of PRGA - WARDA started their work in 1996 and ICARDA in 1995. However, this existing work was reinforced and the system wide initiative provided extra legitimacy.

One potential beneficiary group only involved to a limited extent has been extension personnel. Links with public extension services appear to have been infrequent (important exception is WARDA-Guinea), but links with NGO extension more common. Some Northern universities are also involved but the basis for their involvement requires clarification in the Program strategy. Involvement of other stakeholders such as the private sector could be relevant, but it is not apparent.
Output # 3 calls for effective organizational forms for operationalizing PB being identified and developed in research process.

A number of case study publications, either by PRGA or by partner institutions (e.g. WARDA) has demonstrated the operationalization of PPB at a large scale. The “State of the Art” papers have also discussed scaling up processes.

A report on organizational options for PPB has been proposed. This is a relevant thematic paper and should be given priority. Similarly, organizational analysis implicates gender relations and requires attention in relevant projects or reports.

Capacity building provided through training and consultancies has been effective. However, better need assessment and follow-up to training should be encouraged.

Output # 4 calls for user access to PPB products to be strengthened through identification of effective organizational forms and links to supporting seed services.

Workshops and symposium papers have addressed the issue of strengthening seed systems. Three small grants projects also address seed system issues. The state of the art papers also include discussions on seed systems.

More work needs to be done in this area and there are indications that the Program is aware and acting on this need (See below, Section 2.1).

Output # 5 User access to PPB products strengthened through identification of appropriate benefit-sharing mechanisms and clarifications of expectations.

A new project on Property Rights Ethics and Best Practice in PPB was initiated 1999 to address benefit-sharing and other issues. A Listserve discussion is addressing the issue of ethics and best practice. Similar themes were also tackled in regional symposia and in the International Seminar in Nairobi.

It should be noted that several new thrusts were identified after the formulation of the original Logframe. These include:

- the necessity to explore the potential relationship of biotechnology and PPB
- the urgent need to look at property rights issues
- greater emphasis on farmer-led work in strategic and systematic ways

1.5 Suggestions and Recommendations

Though the Program has made rapid and excellent progress towards accomplishing its goals and purposes, as the previous Section indicates, the Review Team have been specifically asked to look critically at current and past activities and to make suggestions and recommendations where adjustments are felt to be appropriate. We felt the need to take a more systematic view than is possible when looking at individual outputs, and we have identified six major areas for attention:

- Research Program
- Management and Organization
- Small Grants
• Methodology and Capacity Development
• Partners and Networking
• Program Impact

These areas are each discussed in separate sections. The Summary pulls these various recommendations together into a view of the next phase of the Program that we strongly recommend should be approved.

2.0 Research Program

2.1 Participatory Plant Breeding (PPB)

As already mentioned, the Program has been very successful in generating a number of outputs, including state-of-the-art reviews of the formal and farmer breeding systems and the role of biotechnology, guidelines for participatory plant breeding, an active listserv, and a strong suite of PPB small grants research activities. The Program was fortunate to be able to build on emerging or existing innovative work going on in several Centers involving PPB (for example ICARDA, WARDA and ICRISAT) and this has helped to provide a springboard for the Program. PRGA has strengthened those activities through contributing greater coherence and mutual support, and this has been a major success. These and other linkages with already ongoing work seems to have provided the basis for a successful listserv which is the vehicle through which the PPB Group seeks to advance sharing of ideas, mutual understanding and innovation. PRGA also supports these ongoing activities in some cases through the small grants program and in all cases through methods dissemination, especially social and organizational methods. These have been introduced through training activities in the case of WARDA and in the case of ICARDA, through participation of the breeder in meetings and interactions with the PRGA staff. The small grants program supports several new initiatives also which are separately discussed in a later section.

Despite the successes, there are a number of areas where the PPB activities might be further improved to address the needs of farmers and researchers.

2.1.1 Biophysical methods for participatory research

The Review Team has gained the impression through presentations, documents and discussions with beneficiaries of the Program that PRGA has been successful in disseminating sociological and organizational methods (e.g. the Guidelines for Participatory Plant Breeding) and this has been very useful for the pioneer breeders involved in PPB. This is not to say that the Program has therefore nothing further to contribute to the development of sociological and organizational aspects of PPB methodology. The attention given to the “quality of participation” in the recently held Third International Seminar in Nairobi demonstrates recognition by the Program of the continued need to push for cutting edge methods in both the social and the biophysical sciences. The Review Team fully supports this concern.

Currently there is also increasing attention being given to impact assessment methods, including economic assessment and this also will be very important for quantitative demonstration of the effectiveness of the approach. It is also the right time to begin to pull together experiences in
different regions with novel ways of experimentation, data management and data analysis that can contribute to the essential scientific robustness of PPB. This is of central importance to assist with “mainstreaming” efforts. PRGA is clearly fully committed to an interdisciplinary approach to PPB and indeed the recently completed State-of-the-art papers on Formal- and Farmer-led PPB and on Biotechnology-assisted PPB all had biophysical scientists as senior authors. The Review Team had no opportunity to review these documents, which are not yet widely available. Nevertheless, there is certainly a need to provide easy, rapid access to biophysical and statistical “tricks of the trade” and “best practices” which will support the scientific quality of PPB.

Recommendations

- Assemble and refine experiences with innovative statistical/biophysical approaches to PPB trial design, comparisons between farms, integration of results of spontaneous farmer experimentation (“mother-baby” trials) and the analysis of results and disseminate these in accessible, “tricks of the trade” type publications.
- Continue to support innovative and high quality social and biophysical methods utilized in PPB.

2.1.2 Biodiversity and PPB

Although the potential of PPB to help maintain or enhance crop genetic diversity in situ is being explored in some of the small grants case studies the biodiversity conservation/PPB relationship is yet to be fully integrated into the Program. It is suggested that the Program could more systematically explore this relationship through case studies looking at PPB from the point of view of continuous, adaptive evolution of crop species, with the breeder as source of continuous variability on which the farmer selects in response to shifting environmental, commercial and cultural requirements. This increased attention to biodiversity will clearly help to link PPB with NRM components of the Program. Furthermore, given the frequently noted variability in the crop genetic conservation practices of men and women, the inclusion of an enlarged attention to biodiversity will also offer increased opportunities to understand the role of gender in the conservation and use of agricultural crops.

Recommendation

- Increase the focus of the Program on the contribution of PPB to enhancement of biodiversity conservation and ecosystem resilience through case studies taking a biodiversity angle on PPB.

2.1.3 Inclusion of crop combinations in PPB

Formal plant breeding and ten of the eleven current small grant projects focus attention on individual commodity crops. Whilst the process of exploring the application of PPB methods will probably benefit from a continued focus on individual crops, the Program should give increased attention to PPB involving crop combinations. The support of this approach in the small grant activities in Yemen is highly commended. The Review team fully endorses the view
that engaging with the multiple cropping systems characteristic of most small-scale, low income farming will underline further the importance of farmer selection. It will also emphasize the need for breeders to provide materials that are adapted to local farm realities rather than to optimal performance under high input, monocropped conditions. It will also provide another link with the NRM thrust.

Recommendations

• Give increased attention and small grants support to the application of PPB to multiple crop combinations.

• Consider making exploration of PPB with crop combinations one of the criteria of a special set of “cutting edge” small grants in a restructured small grants program (see below).

2.1.4 The quality of PPB

The Review team commends the generally high quality of PPB research currently being supported within the small grants program. We feel that part of the explanation for the high quality and the successful implementation is due to the clear and demanding guidelines developed by the PPB Coordinator for proposal development. For this reason it is felt important to maintain proposal guidelines as a means to ensure and if possible expand research quality.

Recommendation

• Links continued funding and other rewards to adherence to guidelines and identify “best practices” from these projects that would be available for new projects (capacity building small grants). The use of guidelines and “best practices” could be part of a mentoring and support process involving PRGA personnel and/or those involved in successfully implemented projects.

2.1.5 Organizational innovation in relation to PPB

Although organizational innovation is part of the program purpose, less attention has been given to this than to the elaboration of methods for PPB. This is understandable given the short duration of the Program and the need to prioritize. The PRGA Coordinating Office is aware of this current imbalance and there are clear intentions to expand the research attention currently being given to this area. For example, an important aspect of the organization of crop improvement are seed delivery systems and study of these systems is included the 5-Year Work plan. Three small grants currently address aspects of seed systems and a seminar was recently co-sponsored by PRGA on this theme, for east and southern Africa. However, increased attention needs to be given to the opportunities for innovation in farmer- and community-led seed multiplication and distribution and to look at the feedback effects on plant breeding. From the point of view of mainstreaming PR/GA approaches in the CGIAR, there is also a clear need for looking at the organization of plant breeding within the Centers, including the institutional linkages with seed delivery systems. Only through such an analysis will it be possible to identify opportunities for strengthening PR/GA across the CGIAR system.

Recommendations

• Given the importance of so-called informal seed systems in the organizational framework of crop improvement it is suggested that a higher priority be given in the awarding of small grants to
innovative approaches to integrating PPB with these complex but powerful forms of seed diffusion.

- Systematic study should be undertaken of the existing organizational structures of plant breeding within the CGIAR Centers, with the aim of identifying constraints and opportunities for the incorporation of PR/GA principles and tools in these structures. The recent System-wide review of plant breeding was tasked to look at methodologies, and only touched on institutional issues such as inter-center collaboration, IARC-NARS links, strengthening farmers/women’s organizations and involvement with the private sector. The Review team is not aware of an institutional analysis of IARC-NARS plant breeding organization, including seed multiplication and distribution systems.

2.1.6 IPR issues

The Review Team supports the proposal made by the PRGA Coordinating Office to systematically address the issue of intellectual property rights in respect of PPB. We agree with the PRGA assessment that PPB risks falling between the provisions of Breeders’ Rights and Farmers’ Rights (even though the latter’s current provisions seem still unclear) and thus policy recommendations are rather urgently needed. Several CGIAR Centers and other organizations are engaged in research or review of IPR issues and PRGA has been coordinating with those such as IPGRI where there is an overlap of interests and has kept other, interested Centers and System-wide Programs such as IFPRI and CAPRi informed through the Listserve. Nevertheless, there does seem a clear comparative advantage on the part of the PRGA Program to take a lead within the CGIAR System with respect to Farmers’ Rights, which is not currently considered an IPR issue, but an institutional/political issue.

Recommendations

- Pursue the existing proposal of PRGA Coordinating Office to systematically address the issue of IPR in respect of participatory plant breeding.
- Whilst maintaining continued close links with IPGRI on the relation of IPR to crop germplasm, PRGA should begin to take a more visible role around the issue of Farmers’ Rights and policy formulation within the CGIAR around this issue.

2.2 Natural Resource Management (NRM)

NRM is a more recent area of work within the PRGA Program than PPB. In order to establish an NRM group that could diversify awareness of and facilitate experience sharing in the use of PR/GA approaches in NRM, a listserv was set up in 1997 under the moderation of the Indian Institute of Management in Gujarat. The assessment of PRGA staff of this listserv is that it lacked a sufficiently broad conceptual and thematic perspective on the diverse types of participation. The listserv has been dormant for 2 years.

In order to stimulate the NRM component of the project, a new staff member was hired mid-1998 to address both gender concerns and NRM issues. Her response to the failure of the listserv was to hold an NRM “Innovators’ Meeting” in the UK in 1999, attended by participants identified by an informal network of senior researchers providing advice and assistance to the PRGA Program (rather confusingly referred to as “the NRM Resource Group” though it appears to have no corporate identify and does not function as a group). Through this meeting an “NRM Scientists Group” was established which does have some corporate identify via a workplan they
developed and the provision of a small budget. The NRM/gender specialist with responsibilities for both the Scientists’ Group and small grants activities, left the program in mid-2000. This provoked some rethinking of the NRM component and a part-time consultant facilitator was recently hired to work specifically with the Scientists’ Group on a book-writing project and to stimulate networking among the PRGA NRM practitioners. This should help to consolidate and orient the Group and to stimulate the listserv as has happened in the case of PPB.

Parallel with these developments, the NRM small grants program was initially launched through a BMZ grant in 1998. This grant required an impact assessment of the use of participatory research and gender analysis in different types of NRM research efforts. To these already diverse set of BMZ-funded projects have been added additional small grants projects with funds from the Ford Foundation with rather different donor-driven goals (farmer-centered research, gender analysis) and resulting in a different suite of projects. Four of these 12 NRM small grants principal investigators are also members of the NRM Scientists Group established in the 1999 meeting.

The more complex initiation of NRM activities combined with the greater diversity of issues and an undefined methodological approach has led to some problems in the implementation of this component of the Program. Probably staffing changes has exacerbated these problems. The Review team suggests that the diversity of thematic concerns in the NRM component need to be reconsidered.

2.2.1 Diversity of thematic concerns

The diversity of subject interests (soils, IPM, forestry etc), levels of focus (micro, meso and macro) and philosophy (technology and management tools or developmental process) in both the NRM Scientists Group and the small grants makes it very difficult to arrive at a coherent program component. In practice, NRM is too broad a focus for the Program to deal with, especially given the fact that currently the part-time Coordinator of the PRGA Program is also in overall charge of the NRM small grants activities.

Recommendations

- To overcome this problem, we suggest three alternative models which the PRGA leadership might like to consider to bring greater coherence and manageability to this component (see also Figure 1)

Model 1: Limit NRM projects to those which include PPB. This model supports a move towards a much tighter focusing of the Program and especially supports the effort to explore in practice the linkages that exist conceptually between NRM and PPB.

Model 2: Identification of limited number of “focal themes” for NRM with small grants funding of new activities in these areas. The Program is currently using a version of this model, but the Review Team proposes a tighter prioritizing of focal themes than exist at present. Based on evidence during the recent Nairobi Seminar, the strongest candidates seem to be biodiversity conservation and IPM. If biodiversity conservation is to be effectively absorbed by the PPB component, then the PRGA leadership may want to consider limiting the focal areas to IPM and one other area, such as soil fertility management or forest management at the present time. A corollary to this model would be the development and support for mentoring or collegial linkages between these projects and members of the NRM Scientists Group and also closer linkages with other groups that are already working with a focus on the selected themes.
Model 3: “Piggy back” a PRGA component on existing, funded NRM activities which lack this aspect. This offers strong opportunities for mainstreaming through close association with international and national NRM efforts.

The relative benefits of these models are further discussed in section 3.1.4 below.

2.3 Gender Analysis

Gender analysis is still in need of consolidation and integration into the overall Program. Its integration into the participatory research focus of the Program is not consistent.

Again, the historical antecedents are important. The earlier Gender and Diversity Program of the CGIAR had two components: one related to gender staffing in the CGIAR and another concerning gender analysis in research. Each sub-program had a coordinator and specific workplan. When the program was dissolved in 1996, the gender research component was absorbed into the establishment of the PRGA program. The CGIAR staffing aspects retained the name of the Gender and Diversity Program and is currently convened by ICRAF. All CGIAR centers had “gender liaisons” whom interacted with the gender program. The PRGA Program also inherited this liaison function.

The gender component of the PRGA encountered some difficulties. From being a separate component of the PRGA Program after being absorbed from the CGIAR Gender and Diversity Program, gender was merged in 1998 with the responsibilities of the NRM coordinator rather than being mainstreamed throughout the entire Program. Furthermore, the gender component of PRGA has not been well defined, nor has it sufficiently evolved with the rapidly changing thinking around social analysis. Thirdly, new gender-related initiatives in the CGIAR such as the Women and Technology Initiative were taken on by the PRGA. The review team found that this activity not only appeared to be “added on” to an already full agenda of the PRGA, but its WID perspective on technology issues was hardly cutting-edge. The report “An approach to technological innovation: The Resource to Consumption System” should have addressed, for example, critical areas such as women’s access to biotechnology and information technologies and the socio-political dimensions of the paper’s “resource-to-consumption” framework.

Within the projects supported by the PRGA there are apparently different types of gender analysis taking place, just as there are different types of participation. In most cases, projects are generating sex-disaggregated data and reporting results accordingly. Apparently in very few projects gender relations are analyzed with reference to social and political issues (e.g. property rights, income disparities, etc.) although there are some interesting opportunities to do so, particularly within the small grants projects.

PRGA staff and the gender specialist on the planning group remarked that they were reluctant to strongly advocate a gender perspective in PPB and NRM. Instead, they argue that good social analysis of gender roles and relations is also good science. While this is certainly true, it could also represent a missed opportunity. Greater advocacy for a gender perspective can be expected to provoke more searching debate, more explicit highlighting of key issues and more penetrating research questions, allowing the Program to advance knowledge about gender relations in agricultural and natural resources research. The Program should also recognize that advocacy and awareness building are needed because of the entrenched nature of gender-blind research methods, even among researchers who consider their work to be participatory.

Recommendations
• Discontinue the Women and Technology initiative, or reformulate its design to reflect a more critical perspective on gender and technology.

• Come to closure on the State of the Art paper on gender, and provide a clear conceptual framework for incorporation of gender analysis in PPB and NRM. The responsibility of the Program with respect to advocating for change in current research practices would benefit from further discussion among projects and the Centers.

• Identify cases of gender analysis in PPB and NRM; for instance the experiences of WARDA or ICARDA where gender analysis has been incorporated and is used to identify target groups (and differences within these groups). These cases need to clearly show how GA can add value to the research; cases would also flag issues for future attention. They should include less-researched issues such as property rights and biotechnology.

• Incorporate a more explicit attention to gender issues in biodiversity conservation and use.

2.4 The relationship among PPB, NRM and GA

In common with many participants in the recent Seminar, the Review Team felt rather uncomfortable with the separation of PPB and NRM components, given the obvious importance of natural resource management issues in PPB. Several seminar speakers emphasized this point. We sympathize with the view that the current coherence and level of activity of the PPB Group was achieved through much struggle and negotiation between and among social and biological scientists, and that the merging of this group into the NRM component could threaten to undo the integrity of the PPB group. On the other hand, the Team considers it important to identify some ways to move towards greater overall integration, which is in keeping with the idea of sustainable agriculture and natural resource management captured in the CGIAR mission statement.

Figure 1 envisages an intersection of common concerns between plant breeding, NRM and PRGA. The three models discussed under Sub-section 3.1.2 above are alternative ways of addressing these intersections. Model 1 would concentrate research on aspects of NRM linked to PPB, such as biodiversity conservation, nutrient response of varieties etc. Although this model has the advantage of a high level of focus it may prove too restrictive, since it would exclude an important area of NRM work involving IARCs and many other institutions, where plant breeding is not at all involved.

Recommendations

• give greater programmatic recognition to the empirical linkages that exist between PPB, NRM and Gender by:
  • establishing biodiversity conservation as a clear component of PPB
  • working towards a single “sustainable agriculture and natural resource management” Working Group whilst continuing to provide a platform for specific exchanges, on PPB or other issues for example.
  • concentrate research efforts on a small number of focal areas, consisting of PPB/biodiversity conservation, IPM and perhaps one other area.

2.6 What kind of Participatory Research?

The Review Team noted some tension present in both PPB and NRM research activities and discourse between the focus on products and the focus on process, especially processes involving
the building of social capital and a contribution to local development and empowerment. In the case of PPB this dichotomy concerns on the one hand the implementation of collaborative research - “functional participation” - to successfully develop locally adapted varieties. On the other hand it concerns the move towards farmer-led breeding, the involvement with multiple crops, a concern with the effects on biodiversity, the empowering of local communities who would utilize breeders more like service providers and a disconnection from the normal power structures in which technologies and expertise flow downwards and outwards. In the case of NRM, there appears also to be a dichotomy, but it seems less stark than in the case of PPB, mainly perhaps because a model of formal-led NRM is not really available within the CGIAR at present. In fact, NRM as a research area is really still being developed. The dichotomy is therefore more around different orientations, on the one hand towards defined products or outputs (methods, technologies, best practices, policies etc) and on the other, towards institutional process (community agreements and actions, advocacy etc).

Given that the overall goal of the PRGA Program refers to poverty alleviation and equity issues and that the Purpose refers to organizational innovations the Review Team feels that there is a need to overcome the dichotomies and deal with both effective and efficient outputs as well as sustainable processes. This will be especially important as the Program moves to locate PPB within a broader natural resource management context. On the other hand, we also recognize the concerns of the Program that a preoccupation with process can undermine the attention to scientific quality on which the mainstreaming of the approach is felt to rest.

**Recommendations**

We would like to propose some actions that might help to clarify this dilemma:

- Review the identity of “the subject” of PPB discussions and projects. There is continuing reference to “the farmer” when gender analysis shows that farming is usually a household activity with different actors and diverse interests at play.

- Identify one or two “cutting edge” projects in PPB where the focus is on farmer-led breeding. Make these cases the focus of a major methodological interrogation and ground-truthing. Devote adequate human and operational resources to these case studies.

- Give more attention to the differences in methodological requirements between functional PPB and its closest equivalent in PNRM research cases that focus on technical, organizational and policy type outputs/results respectively.

**3.0 Management and Organization**

For a variety of reasons PRGA has undergone a number of developments and changes in its short history. These changes have affected the structure of the program and understandably the ad hoc nature of these changes has resulted in a rather complicated organogram, an imbalance in the types of support to the regions and program areas and confusion on the part of many people interacting with the PRGA as to how it operates.

**3.1 Planning Group**

The Planning Group (PG) is a case in point. Although there are Terms of Reference for the PG, these are not well known or understood by participants attending the recent Seminar. Up to now, the PG has been acting as a loose advisory body to the Coordinator on broad strategic issues.
However, as the Program has expanded there is a good argument to strengthen it, making it more like a Board of Trustees perhaps, meeting more regularly than the current bi-annual arrangement.

There is a clear desire for greater transparency on the composition of the Board and on the process of electing/appointing its members. (This is not to say that the original appointments were not done in a transparent way but with the considerable turn over in participants to the bi-annual seminars, few of the Nairobi participants seemed aware of how that was done originally and fewer still understand how new appointments are made, what their term is, etc.).

While the desire for an Executive Committee (EC) of the PG is understandable (and something with which the review team has little problem), the first order of business should be the creation of a well functioning PG. For similar reasons expressed above, if or when an EC is set up, one or more of the CGIAR slots should be represented.

**Recommendations**

- Clarify, make more transparent and strengthen Planning Group TOR both for the PG members themselves but also, possible more importantly, for those interacting with the PRGA such as the small grant recipients and other IARCs.
- Consider identifying one of the current PG members affiliated to a CGIAR Center (CGIAR Rep. the NRM position and the PPB position) as the formal link to the group of Center Liaison Scientists. This can help increase the perception of PRGA as a Center-wide Initiative and could increase the ownership of the Program by other centers.
- The Review Team recognizes and welcomes the fact that the PRGA Coordination is already addressing many of these issues as a result of the recent Planning Group meeting.

3.2 Center Liaisons

The Center Liaisons appear to have been inherited from the Gender Program in 1996 and all those interviewed expressed confusion as to their relation to the PRGA. A key area of misunderstanding concerned the perception of the PRGA program, which was seen as fixed and inaccessible to initiatives coming from the Centers. Many of the Liaisons had no idea that they could propose activities or request support. The rather rushed lunch time meeting of the Liaisons at this year’s annual meeting provided insufficient opportunity to address these issues adequately, though subsequent meetings with the Coordinator did help significantly to clarify the situation and to create different perceptions.

If cultivated and supported, the Liaisons could play a crucial role in mainstreaming PR/GA methods in their IARCs, especially if they occupy a position in their institution from which they can act as a change agent.

**Recommendations**

- Clear terms of reference need to be developed for them and ways of interacting with them in addition to the existing program listserves need to be explored.
- Scheduled meetings of Liaisons during seminars or symposia.
- This could be strengthened by providing opportunities for exchange visits between the Centers (with funds from PRGA matched by the center concerned).
- Any new Liaisons who did not attend the 1998 International Seminar should be made familiar with the principles of collaborative partnership adopted by the Planning Group.
3.3 Staffing and Prioritization of Work

As mentioned above, there appear to be some imbalances in the staffing between the two program components of NRM and PPB, especially since the departure of the Senior Scientist responsible for gender and NRM matters in June 2000. Furthermore, the support for PPB work in the various regions is also uneven, with a full-time Junior Fellow supporting Latin America but no equivalent position in Africa and Asia. Limited time for communicating among regionally posted staff and concerns raised about the labor intensity of the small grants program – an important mechanism for mainstreaming – may also indicate that the staffing complement needs to be reviewed.

Obviously, major staffing changes might not be possible in this phase. The review team has not had an opportunity to really assess the budget available and obligations to the various funders in order to evaluate the possibilities. However, it does seem that the present staffing complement is insufficient for the set of tasks, which the Program is seeking to implement.

Connected to the staffing issue is the perception, on the part of the review team that despite a detailed logframe and 5 year workplan, it appears that there are no guidelines as to what percentage of the resources should be dedicated to PPB and NRM, likewise with the regional distribution and the types of activities (small grants, training and capacity building, information, etc). The review team is obviously not in a position to make recommendations regarding numbers but a framework (Figure 2) is included which may help in this process. (Please note, the numbers in the diagram are purely for illustrative purposes and in no way represent the review team’s thinking on distribution).

Recommendations

- Review staffing imbalances between programs and clarify how the resources are distributed between programs, regions and types of activities. (While only minor changes may be possible this phase, the proposal for the next phase would certainly benefit from such a review). Figure 2 could be a useful tool for prioritizing the different areas and activities of the program).

3.4 Regional Involvement/Decentralization

The review team felt that much could be gained from regional networking and applaud the attempt to do so with the LAC PPB network and Steering Committee in Latin America. Some of the problems, associated with that attempt (lack of involvement in the listserve etc.), can be addressed by being more proactive on the small grants and developing a more collaborative approach to proposal development (e.g. through workshops/writeshops).

The regional approach would be strengthened if the monitoring of and support for the small grants was decentralized to a regional institution. This would ensure greater buy-in to the program, would help with the mainstreaming in the CG system and would reinforce the identity of the program as center-wide. Where this would be located depends on a number of factors.

Recommendations

- Implement a regionally based, proactive approach to proposal development where potential grantees in a region are brought together in a work/write-shop to identify priorities for the region
and collectively develop integrated and/or complementary proposals. (See next section on small grants for further details.){1}

- Pursue the possibility of decentralizing the small grants management to a representative IARC in the region. Support funds may be required, although in-kind contributions from Centers could also be explored. It should be noted, however, that the fact that a particular Center in a region becomes active in PRGA does not mean that this is equivalent to a mechanism for regional networking.
- The Review Team feels that the NARS-CGIAR regional priority setting activities that are currently in process could benefit from the use of tools and methods developed by the PRGA. The Program should seek to establish a relationship with the ongoing regional dialog and seek to provide a methodological platform for an inclusive, innovative planning process.

3.5 Financial Management

Many small grantees were uncertain as to whether there would be any funds for a follow-up phase. (In the case of PPB, the time frame is necessarily quite long yet the grants appeared not to have taken that into account.) While the review team is aware of the nature of funding within the CG system and the problems and uncertainties which are created by that, it is important to ensure continuity with the small grants and that grantees are informed well ahead of time what possibilities exist for continuation of funding.

The PRGA has not been able to document the full extent of in-kind contributions, including staff time, of the CGIAR centers and collaborating organizations. These resources represent one aspect of “buy-in” from partners in the Program.

Recommendations

- Small grantees need to be informed in a timely manner about opportunities for follow-up phase funding.
- When accounting for what portion of the funding goes to which activities, it would be useful to include in-kind contributions of the IARCs to PRGA. Likewise, the time of staff allocated to various parts of the program should be included in order to give a more accurate picture of the support to each component of the program. This could also be considered an “indicator of PR mainstreaming”.
- Ensure that from the outset of a project, small grant recipients are informed in a timely manner about opportunities for follow-up funding.

3.6 Monitoring and Evaluation of the Program

While the small grants appeared to be monitored and evaluated and urged to undertake impact assessments, the PRGA did not integrate these tools into its own management cycle. (The Program is, however, regularly monitored through six monthly reviews that assess progress

---

1 The recent small grant workshop in Nairobi, which brought together most of the grantees, was an important attempt to develop a supportive network amongst the grantees. Ideally, the workshop should have led to the sharing of ideas and collaboration. Unfortunately, despite the efforts of the PRGA staff, grantees ended up defending their papers as at any normal academic conference. By following the approach above to future small grant development, the panel feels that greater collaboration will be the result.
against the logframe and staff work plans). On-going impact assessment of the Program, then, is something than should be added.

While the current internally commissioned review is an important step, such quick reviews are not sufficiently informed to provide the basis for fine-tuning the program, which in any case should be an on-going activity. An important concern of Program impact assessment should obviously be the degree to which the Program has contributed to any growth of PR/GA methods and level of institutionalization that is evident in the CG system. This means of that there is urgent need for systematic documentation of methods used and level of integration of PR/GA in different Centers. The results of an initial, rapid attempt by the Review Team to carry out such a monitoring using the PRGA Program’s own tools in included in Annex 2. Important as this monitoring is, the Program will of course recognize that there will always be many factors exogenous to the Program, which also influence this process.

**Recommendations**

- Put in place an evaluation process for the Program comparable with the emphasis on M&E in the small grants projects
- Develop techniques for more systematically monitoring changes in the use of PR/GA methods and level of their institutionalization within Centers.

3.7 Proposal Review Process and Communications

The proposal review process for the small grants was apparently very rigorous with outside experts brought in to help. Unfortunately, for some reason, most grantees were unaware of the process. (The team was unable to discuss with those who had proposals turned down so it is not clear if the same can be said for them.) This also implicates the broader issue of communications within the Program. In a number of areas the review team has highlighted the need for greater transparency and better communication. When raised with some members of PRGA Co-ordination, they suggested that much of the information on the PRGA and specifically the PBG was available on the web site and its general e-mail listserve. (They also argued that small grantees are often contacted directly on a number of issues relating to grant selection and monitoring. As mentioned above, though, this was not how the majority of the small grantees, interviewed by the team, perceived it.)

Unfortunately, web sites are passive and in many cases difficult to access. Many have irregular or no access to e-mail. While the review team does not have any immediate solutions to offer, clearly non-electronic based forms of communication have to be explored thoroughly.

**Recommendations**

- Introduce improved communications between Coordinating Office and grantees, for the sake of clearer understanding on the proposal review and approval process but also for broader aspects of the Program.
- Seek ways for a more proactive communication strategy to be implemented. This should include the search for techniques to engage recipients of grants and Center Liaison scientists more actively in the Program, and the wide targeting of researchers and managers in the Centers.
4.0 Small Grants

The significant progress and achievement obtained through the Small Grants was stated above. Small Grants have certainly enhanced the reach of the program across geographical areas, subject matters and stakeholders. Because of their capacity building and multiplier effects, they have contributed to the progress of the program in mainstreaming PRGA in the CG System and their partners.

However, management of these grants is also time and resource consuming. Because of this, the Program is currently considering the option of making a few big grants that could also address some of the pressing questions. This option may be a response to several factors:

There is no consensus, in the program, regarding the net value added by these small grants, especially when considering their heavy management and transaction costs.

Even though they are considered part of the capacity building efforts, small grants do not appear very well incorporated as part of the program plans and strategies to reach objectives – there is an impression that small grants have generally been treated and viewed as complementary efforts, sometimes cumbersome or externally motivated and supported.

The grants have not tended to be uniform in type, size or management style.

General management and changes introduced in handling small grants have not been well-explained or timely, e.g., variant size of NRM grants.

Recommendations:

- Move to use small grants more proactively and as part of a program strategy to further its reach, capacity building and development of a community of participatory research practitioners and partners. Because of this the Review Team does not agree with the option of offering fewer, larger grants. Cases such as the small grant implemented as part of the African Highlands Ecoregional Program show that small grants can generate cutting edge PRGA research results.
- Review the program strategy to flexibly incorporate different models of small grants in order to strengthen such strategy.
- One potential model is to foster a series of new but related PRGA initiatives or pilot efforts in a region, accompanied by workshops and write-shops for capacity building and also for joint analysis of the experiences for extracting and documenting “cross sectional” lessons. One or more CG Centers could be engaged in each regional initiative as participants in the research, capacity building and management of the effort, networking and funding.
- Another model is similar to the case of the small grant implemented by the African Highlands Ecoregional Program, where the research effort supported by the small grant “piggy backs” on an ongoing NRM effort that meets certain desires conditions, e.g., stakeholders committees, participatory M&E or other.
- Small grants could also be used more proactively to empower teams selected for their capacity for cutting edge research and to address key program questions, such as the management of intellectual property rights in PR, ethical dimension and responsibilities in PR, e.g., what happens or should happen to farmer groups formed for research purposes after research ends, etc.
- Develop better and well-documented terms of references and guidelines for all small grants, in addition to those available for PPB small grants, and make them available to all stakeholders. These must account for the diversity of small grant models, functions, size and potentially shared management. This will foster more open feedback among grant recipients (and non-recipients) and Program management.
• Structure and account for each grant including the research grant proper and an added amount, from the same or different funding, to cover management, capacity building, technical and documentation support.

5.0 Methodology Development and Capacity Building

5.1 Methodology development

The development of methodologies is a means to develop the capacity and motivation of agricultural researchers in the CGIAR and partner research groups to incorporate participatory approaches and gender analysis to improve their research delivery and impact. This is a central challenge of the PRGA program.

On this, the program has documented a series of past experiences (state of the art studies) and also of newer efforts supported by the program itself in which PR and GA efforts have been included.

The availability of guidelines also indicate progress in extracting some common lessons in terms of best practices and principles to design, plan and implement participatory research.

Progress is more noticeable in the case of PPB than in the case of NRM. Progress appears also weaker in the case of the development and proper incorporation of gender analysis in PR (see also sections 3.1.1., 3.1.2., and 3.1.3. above).

Despite the significant evidence and the progress attributed to the program, in terms of documentation and in terms of a community that is embracing participatory approaches and gender analysis in research, some central challenges remain.

These relate mainly to:

• the originally targeted researchers in the CGIAR Centers and partners, and
• to the development of methodological elements or tools that
• facilitate further the incorporation in and contribution of these researchers to PRGA efforts and
• the incorporation of the benefits of PRGA in the design and delivery of their own research and results.

The Review Team is aware that the Program has made significant progress in these fronts, and this was confirmed by people interviewed who found PRGA methods guidelines they were aware of to be attractive and clearly beneficial. However, interviews also indicated that some commodity and disciplinary researchers have either missed out so far on available information or have methods expectations that have not yet been met.

The most common concern is the lack of methodological elements or tools that will help researchers use newly acquired technical knowledge and skills in a participatory mode, though some researchers are also concerned that this could imply the need to learn and practice new skills and maybe encroach on other disciplinary fields. Examples cited include statistical tools that allow the use of observations from different farms as replications, while accounting for the higher level of variability associated with this situation. Another example is tools that facilitate
the use and analysis of non-parametric variables such as ranking in combination with more familiar parametric variables and observations.

There is also an expressed need for “bridging tools” by researchers, to facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration between social and biophysical scientists. It is not immediately clear whether the difficulties are being mainly experienced by social scientists or biological scientists or whether they are associated with handling quantitative or qualitative data. It seems to depend on the discipline and experience of the respondent. Nor is it clear whether the respondents consider that the development of these tools is or should be a responsibility of the PRGA program alone. The review team feels the Program should be more aware of these concerns when targeting its core constituency.

Most probably, if the Centers become committed to enhance their capability and use of PRGA they should also become more proactive in helping to develop these missing “bridging tools”. In the same manner, they could also become more willing to complement better their critical mass of breeders with a critical mass of social scientists (not only economists). This should create regular opportunities for biological scientists to work together with scientists experienced in PR and GA, which is what this program is trying to accomplish with very limited resources now.

**Recommendations**

- It is advisable and consistent with the Program’s mandate that it broaden its methods strategy in order to “bring along” more persuasively the original constituency of scientists in the CG Centers and partner institutions rather than maintaining a fairly independent, “cutting edge” path in the company of a minority of PR/GA exponents in the CGIAR and other institutions. The latter is certainly needed, but the Program will also require better acquaintance with the plans, expectations and constraints of the larger group of targeted researchers, perhaps through a methods needs assessment exercise.

- There are already good indications of opportunities to integrate better the work and interest of the PRGA and that of other CGIAR and similar partner researchers. The experience of WARDA is a good one and there are others cases that include lighter forms of participation that probably need acknowledgement as methodological options under certain circumstances.

- The Program should also explore alternative ways to make available the benefits of PR/GA to researchers of different discipline who either do not use PR/GA or apply only the most “functional” aspects of the approach. For example, the program could look into ways to integrate (“piggy back”) specific biophysical or social science research with efforts that are already participatory and require more specific disciplinary research input. This can create interdisciplinary partnerships between groups with expertise in PRGA and others that contribute to and benefit from PR/GA. This kind of integration also offers the possibility of being more cost effective and probably more efficient than persuading a group of inexperienced biologists to engage in participatory efforts to design, implement and deliver the results of their work, even if they are strongly supported.

- Specific efforts such as those cited by the team in the table immediately below, and that of Richard Coe of ICRAF on the development and use of simple statistical design and inference tools in field research with farmers, which was presented in the poster session, should be identified, fostered and supported. These will also contribute to develop stronger partnerships among the program and the researchers it wants to influence.

- TAC’s proposal for an annual meeting of social scientists in the CGIAR should be encouraged by and used to the benefit of the PRGA.

Examples of innovative methods in demand by PRGA Partners
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disciplines</th>
<th>Quantitative Methods</th>
<th>Qualitative Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological</td>
<td>New methods for analyzing incomplete datasets or non-replicated trials e.g. ICARDA</td>
<td>Use of indigenous knowledge to develop indicators for NRM monitoring e.g. SWNM PR soil health indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>New applications e.g. multiple component analysis and logit analysis of preference rankings with non-parametric statistics e.g. CIAT</td>
<td>Combinations of local, qualitative indicators of poverty with GIS or hand-drawn maps with GIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2 Capacity building

Capacity building on the design, planning, and implementation of participatory efforts have implications not only for improving the delivery and impact of research but also for wider human and social capital formation among the actors as well as in the targeted communities.

The Program in this regard has made good progress. The effort of two regionally based (Asia and Africa) PRGA fellows has been instrumental.

This includes a series of specific training efforts and events that include: international workshops and hand on work with applied researchers in different regions, development of regional work of trainers, international conferences and symposia, development and dissemination of training materials, and the production of guidelines, state of the art studies and reports of participatory research experiences.

Even though the range of activities implemented and their results are impressive, some of these capacity building efforts appear to have been designed on a short call or as one off efforts, probably to capitalize on opportunities or to respond to specific requests or pressures. To improve further, the review team has several recommendations.

**Recommendations**

- Think more strategically of the type and scheduling of training events to approach the program objectives and make better use of its personnel and other resources.
- Base this on a more structured analysis of needs in combination with responses to requests, and also of opportunities to team up with or mobilize other available expertise for capacity building in PR and GA.
- Structure and plan capacity building through training, demonstrations, applications and follow-up.
- Once well tried and consolidated, package specific training modules and materials in ways that permit to delegate their next rounds delivery to partners or through electronic means (e.g., interactive CD ROM) and more conventional forms of dissemination.
- Target capacity building on participating communities, at least to facilitate the identification of local “champions” and “PRGA leaders”. The presence and interaction of a team with the community on a fairly continuous long-term basis is probably the most important factor to motivate and energize community participation and readiness to innovate and provides an excellent capacity-building environment. It should also provide an “exit strategy”, i.e., what will be left in the community in terms of capacity for independent follow up after the projects ends. This is an ethical responsibility of all true PRGA efforts.
• Repackage existing training materials to serve better the needs and capabilities of different sections of users within the PRGA constituency.

• One such group includes the members of field teams. Many of them are not researchers or have less training than the researchers that existing materials target now.

• In some cases translation from English is also a strict requirement.

• It is clear that to enhance its reach closer to the ground, the program must find ways to complement its Internet and other high tech centered approach with more conventional learning approaches (e.g. curriculum development, smaller workshops).

6.0 Partners and Networking

Although any partnership has, and needs, its own specific goals, partners and mode of operation, it is necessary to recognize general principles and mechanisms. When partners are carefully managed and maintained, the best mechanisms can be promoted further, and transaction cost minimized. Noting that the planning group adopted the principles of collaborative partnerships drawn from the Ford Foundation Program on Organizational Change in 1998, the Team reviewed the PRGA’s partnerships and networks from the point of view of effectiveness and efficiency.

The Review Team noted that in response to the need for cost-effective institutional innovations, especially in the face of declining resources, the PRGA has developed partnerships that enhance participatory research methodology development and facilitate diffusion of technological products. The Team recognized two kinds of managed partnerships at the PRGA: Participatory Plant Breeding (PPB), and Participatory Natural Resource Management (NRM).

The Review Team found that some partners within the CGIAR and national scientists and their supervisors are not fully aware of the PRGA policies and procedures and work rules and that communication between PRGA and some partners is inadequate. Discussions and surveys carried out by the Team shows that some partners only partially appreciate the participatory nature of planning to guide the Program’s future activities as they are not adequately involved or consulted in the decision making in the PRGA. There is also only a partial feeling of ownership, particularly by some liaison persons of the CGIAR centers. It was also evident to the Team that although partners may not be of equal size, or receive equal small-grant support from the PRGA, each partners’ contribution was valued as equally important. The Team, however, found some confusion about the role of the liaison persons, coordination, small grant project proposal funding and how collaborators interact with the PRGA and the Planning Group.

The Team commends the PRGA for initiating the PPB, and NRM electronic networks. These networks are composed of liaison persons and external resource persons, to support field researchers using the participatory methods in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Network efforts are also complemented with information and materials posted on the PRGA listserv and Web site. The Team noted that these networks might be effective means linking partners and exchanging relevant information. However, some participants have difficulty accessing the web site.

The Team notes that between 1997 to 2000 (inclusive), PRGA and its collaborators have published journal articles, conference papers and book chapters. In the same period several research and training titles have been published under the PRGA imprint. Public awareness brochures and publications have been released.
One aspect of networking, which is not clear to the Review Team, is the role of affiliated projects. The Review team noted that in some cases PRGA acts as a conduit for funds going to so-called “affiliated projects”, as for example IRRI’s work on PPB in Eastern India. It is not clear to the Review Team what is the purpose of this affiliation, especially given the fact of minimal influence of PRGA methods and approaches in the implementation of the IRRI project. It seems to remain a purely administrative arrangement.

**Recommendations**

- The PRGA should continue the development of the participatory, gender-responsive research mechanisms and particularly explore how the CGIAR liaison scientists and other stakeholders including NARS partners can play a larger role.
- The review team therefore suggest that the PRGA explore further means to improve communication, information and knowledge flow with CGIAR, NARS and other stakeholders.
- The PRGA should continue to develop printed publications for its partners and peers but some of these should also be targeted to specific groups including donors, directors, development agents and farmers. “Lay” publications such as "Crossing Perspectives in PPB" or “Equity, Well-being and Eco-system Health" have been much appreciated, but they are too long for important groups such as donors. Furthermore, efficient and cost effective media for rapid dissemination of information, including videos, electronic forms and web publishing should be extended, as much as possible, to stakeholders including NARS partners, development agents and farmers.
- As the PRGA continues to strengthen, partnership and networking strategy should consider the following elements:
  - research partnerships focused on well-defined problems aimed at generating new knowledge in PPB, NRM and gender analysis at the regional level (i.e. Africa, Asia and Latin America) under the umbrella of the PRGA;
  - partnerships to enhance technology development, adoption, gender analysis and impact at regional level; and
  - partnerships to develop research capacity in NARS with inputs from institutions like IFPRI on agricultural and NRM policy and ISNAR on research policy and management. Good examples are the PPB program in Latin America and the WARDA plus 17 NARS program in West Africa.
- The Team recommends that PRGA develop a strategy for managing and periodically reviewing its partnerships and networks for greater effectiveness and efficiency.
- It is suggested that either greater conceptual clarity be given to the notion of affiliated project and its networking and partnership status clarified or the PRGA Coordinating Office consider terminating the arrangement. To leave this as a purely administrative arrangement may lead to confusion with respect to the attempt to use the networking links as a means to ensure a certain level of quality in projects associated with the Program.

**7.0 Program Impact**

The formation and development of PRGA is recognizable in two major respects. First as an emerging credible institution of scientific excellence, and second as an institutional innovator in crafting effective partnerships. The PRGA has pioneered development of new participatory approaches that have attracted awareness and interest in some of the CGIAR centers and NARS as a novel mode of collaboration and cost-effective way to bring science to bear on the problems of the poor. The Team noted that the PRGA has concentrated its efforts in impact assessment on documenting the impact of PR approaches and the use of GA as research methods in several case studies. This work assesses the effects of different types of participation and different application
of GA on the research process, outputs and its costs. The Team noted that assessing the impact of use of the PR methods is different from the evaluation of the Program’s impact. As a result of concentrating all available capacity in producing results that will benefit the CG and other partners, the program has not yet formulated impact assessment plan designed to document the Program impact on research partnerships, capacity building, and partners ability to conduct PRGA work in general. The PRGA should continue to conduct systematic impact assessment to generate convincing evidence about the usefulness of the participatory methods for improving research efficiency, targeting specific beneficiary groups and meeting CGIAR goals of poverty alleviation and protecting the environment. This evidence is essential for mainstreaming the use of these approaches in the CGIAR scientific community.

In assessing the impact of the PRGA Program’s achievements in research partnerships, capacity building, gender analysis and policy dialogue on the CGIAR centers in the last four years, the Team had little in the form of documented evidence in these four areas.

PRGA’s achievements, however, are well documented. The Team believes that PRGA’s achievements during the period 1997 to 2000 have been significant. The Team gives credit to the PRGA for initiating and conducting several impact assessment workshops and studies with small-grant recipients and other affiliated projects. The Team notes that except for 6 NRM BMZ supported studies designed to do impact assessment, some small grant recipients are not happy with the overburden due to the additional workload in conducting impact assessment studies. The PRGA should be careful not to overload the small grant recipients. This may reduce efficiency and such studies should be limited to those that are willing and have the capability to handle them.

Capacity building is an area that TAC no longer finds attractive. Yet the PRGA is currently committing approximately 20% of its budget to group training, workshops, support to research fellows and scholars and other capacity building activities. This strategy appears successful.

**Recommendations**

- In order to document its impact and receive reciprocal acknowledgement for the work done, the program needs to establish a protocol, which ensures that recognition will be given to all partners involved in the work.

- The PRGA’s efforts to strengthen its capacity to monitor and assess impacts are highly commendable. PRGA is encouraged to maximize use of internal and external resources through collaboration. The Program should document its impact on its collaborating institutions and on food security, poverty reduction and natural resources management through a comprehensive analysis and interpretation of recently available PRGA-survey data. The Program should also include a component and identify indicators for monitoring and evaluation of projects to assess progress being made.

- The Team encourages the PRGA to continue to strengthen its training activities (including more structured needs assessment and follow-up) and its research fellowship mechanisms to enhance individual, group and institutional capacity building and to bring NRAS into mainstream PRGA research.
Annex 1: PRGA Program Logical Framework

Milestones mapped against Outputs, November 2000 (Draft 2)

1. Effective participatory methods in PB assessed & developed with focus on farmer-led and formal-led breeding including both plant selection (segregating lines), variety selection (fixed lines). Outputs include the following:

Overview 'State of Art papers'


PPB Guidelines

Plant Breeding Working Group/PRGA Program. Guidelines for Participatory Plant Breeding. version 3, April 2000 (PRGA Working Document No. 1)

Regional PPB Symposia


  *(Note that the regional symposia had two interconnecting programs for those interested in PPB: one program for formal scientists and development personnel, and one specifically for farmer-breeders. Interchange was encouraged, while giving high visibility to both types of breeders.)*

Small grants (include support for both formal and farmer led PPB work, with stable and segregating lines) heavy focus on methods. Examples

* Formal-led, stable lines: EMBRAPA/CNPMF, Brazil

* Formal-led, segregating lines, Zamarano/IPCA, Honduras

* Farmer-led, segregating and stable, LIBIRD, Nepal
International Symposia of PRGA.

Number I, Cali, September 1996, Number II, Quito, September 1998,
Number III, Nairobi, November 2000.

All three had key scientific papers and discussion on methods in PPB. Examples include analysis of:

* Effects of decentralization versus participation (J. Witcombe, International Seminar I.)
* Process and Product Impacts of PPB, for both formal-led and farmer-led programs (Plant Breeding Working Group, International Seminar II)
* Methods to enhance the Quality of Science in PPB (S. Ceccarelli, International Seminar III).


Training Workshops on PPB methods (often joint and reiterative): (helps to sharpen ongoing field research and validate/refocus methodology itself.) Examples,

* WARDA/PRGA, April 1998, 1999
* ICARDA/PRGA (both PPB and NRM), May 1999
* ICRISAT/SADC (with PRGA resource support), July 1997
* Malawian NARS, April 1998

**Plant Breeding Group, listserve discussions in English**, April 1997 onwards. Examples of methodological themes:

* Working with segregating materials (versus stable) together with farmers
* Defining breeding goals jointly in PPB

**Plant Breeding Group, listserve in Spanish**—Fitomejoramiento (FMP), established August 1999, (similar themes as in English serve)

**Ongoing inventories of formal-led and farmer-led PPB** (which describe type of participation, gender analysis, breeding methods, process and product effects, etc.

'Lay' scientific publications for Donors, Research Managers and other decision-makers to diverse methodologies and results of PPB. Example: Crossing Perspectives: Farmers and Scientists in Participatory Plant Breeding, 1999.

**Joint Publication of NARS key work** (PRGA/NARS), with strong focus on methodological analysis: for example, EMBRAPA/CNPMF (Brazil) Monograph, 2000

**Ph.D. support** to strategic methodological issues. Examples:
* Frew Mekbib, University of Alemaya/University of Norway, Characterizing Seed Systems.
* Antonio Lopez, CORPOICA/University of Wales, Incorporating farmers' knowledge and formal models of their decision-making in participatory improvement of cassava-maize intercropping.

Publicity/awareness building (ongoing) for non-PRGA publications of key methodological interest—e.g. work by: WARDA (PVS booklets), ICARDA (CGIAR Outstanding articles, IPGRI (In-Situ Guides), DFID Plant Sciences (edited Volumes on PVS/PPB), Wageningen Agricultural University (relevant Ph.D. theses).

2. Beneficiary groups more accurately targeted & involved in PB through methods developed for involving direct/indirect stakeholders

Small Grants: each has been designed with strong beneficiary focus. Six- monthly PRGA reviews assess and promote rigorous stakeholder diagnosis, involvement, and joint evaluations.

Focused 'Social Methodological' Research: comparing effectiveness of different PRGA diagnostic methods. DFID-funded PPB projects in East Africa (affiliated projects).

Capacity building workshops designed expressly to integrate PRGA perspectives with technical strategies, examples:
* CIP/PRGA Gender-stakeholder learning workshop, Peru March 1999
* CIP/PRGA Vietnam Gender/stakeholder workshop, March 2000

PPB Guidelines document strong element of stakeholder analysis and incorporation (draft 3).
Special Annex of Gender and PPB, draft 1,

Impact Assessment Tools: describe types of participation and gender analysis currently being undertaken and aim to link them to outcomes.

Impact Assessment of PPB (ongoing). Extensive Inventory (ongoing), Inventory aims to describe range of process and product results and to link these with types of participatory approaches and gender analysis implemented.


Plant Breeding Group, listserv discussions in English, April 1997 onwards. Examples of themes related to beneficiary targeting and assessment:
* Stakeholder identification
* Impact assessment from varied stakeholder perspectives.

3. Effective organizational forms for operationalizing PB identified and developed in research process

PRGA Publishing of case studies working at large scale: e.g.: Brazil Monograph, 2000
Awareness building of case studies working large scale, e.g.: WARDA Monograph (Spark that lit the flame)
PPB Overview Papers (both the Formal-led PPB Overview Paper and Farmer-led Overview paper) integrate discussion of: organizational options, progress made on scaling up process and product, and key organizational avenues of inquiry for the future.

4. User access to PPB products strengthened through identification of effective organizational forms and links to supporting seed services

Seed System Workshop: Strengthening Seed Systems in East and Central Africa in periods of Stress (June 2000)

Small Grants on seed systems issues:
- ICRISAT/Mali: on Characterizing Seed Systems
- FIDAR/CIAT: Participatory development of low-cost simplified rustic tissue culture propagation for cassava
- IPGRI: Farmers' practice of domestication and their contribution to improvement of yams in West Africa (includes extensive seed systems' analysis)

Regional Symposia present papers with strong seed system focus, Example: Vom Brocke, Weltzien and Christina on Seed Systems in Rajasthan India (Pokhara, May 2000).

PPB Overview Papers (both the Formal-led PPB Overview Paper and Farmer-led Overview paper) integrate discussion seed systems and how they are presently linked to PPB programs. (The discussion in the formal-led paper is particularly extensive).

5. User access to PPB products strengthened through identification of appropriate benefit-sharing mechanisms and clarifications of expectations

IPR special project: Property Rights Ethics and Best Practice in PPB, initiated, 1999 (ongoing).

Plant Breeding Group listserv Discussion in English: Ethics and Best Practice, ongoing.

Plant Breeding Group listserv Discussion in Spanish. Fitomejoramiento Participativo (FMP). Ethics and Best Practice, ongoing.

Regional Seminar presentations on same theme: to share information, get critical feedback, and sharpen standard of PPB/IPR discussion.

Quito, August 1998

Pokhara, May 2000

III PRGA International Seminar presentation on PPB/IPR theme, Nairobi, Nov. 2000

**PRGA-PPB clarifying note**

1. Several new thrusts were identified after the initial Logframe: the necessity to explore the potential relationship of biotechnology and PPB; the urgent need to look at the Property Rights Issue.
2. Progress on technical issues on Formal-led PPB has been strong. Further, a surprising number and breadth of Farmer-led PPB cases have been described. A key challenge will be to strengthen Farmer-led work in strategic and systematic ways.

3. The seed systems issues and organizational issues will become more important thrusts in the next few years. Groundwork is being done now to move in a more concentrated manner here.

4. The above four outputs were identified in September 1996 when the Plant Breeding Working Group assembled in Cali, Colombia for the First PRGA International Seminar. At that time, the focus of the PRGA was on innovative methodology development and institutional innovation.

Since that time, a newer thrust, on Mainstreaming PRGA approaches in the CGIAR, has been added. For PPB, some of the key developments in reaching very senior CG managers include:

A. International Centers' Week Seminar, October 1999: "The Science of Gender Analysis and Participation in Participatory Plant Breeding." This seminar sought to give an overview of key trends in the PPB field and was attended by some 50 CG Senior Managers, National Ministers and Research Directors, Donors and other interested parties.

B. TAC Review; Plant Breeding Strategies in the CGIAR. Intense interaction by the PRGA with this review team helped to solidify support for PPB within the CGIAR as a whole. This External Review team made the critical recommendation (Oct 2000) that Participatory Plant Breeding should become an organic part of the IARCs work.

C. Outstanding Scientific Article within the CGIAR, 2000. Award to the ICARDA PPB team. (Note: Sperling supported the initial development of the research plan-- through a consultancy conducted in June 1996).
Annex 2: Survey of the Role of PRGA in the Centers

The Center Liaisons attending the PRGA workshop were asked to fill in the following form outlining where PRGA fits within the various dimensions of their organizations. This tool was meant for assisting in the organizational development of an individual organization and was not meant for cross-organizational comparison purposes. Furthermore, the table is normally developed through a lengthy workshop process whereas the liaisons were asked to fill the table in on their own in 15 minutes. The results below then summarize some of the trends as seen by the liaisons of nine centers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATIONAL DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>STRUCTURE</th>
<th>HUMAN RESOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL DIMENSION</td>
<td>POLICIES AND ACTIONS</td>
<td>TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES</td>
<td>EXPERTISE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The essential parts</td>
<td>For the majority of centers, PR/GA methods are mentioned in the strategies but few have specific budgets for such work.</td>
<td>For the majority, the tasks and responsibilities for work on PRGA are not made explicit.</td>
<td>The majority of the Liaisons consider training in PRGA to be inadequate in their Centers and some emphasize the poor understanding of gender that exists. It was also pointed out that training is more often given to NARS partners than to CG staff. Only two felt their centers had sufficient personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIO-POLITICAL DIMENSION</td>
<td>POLICY INFLUENCE</td>
<td>DECISION MAKING</td>
<td>ROOM FOR MANOEUVRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process or power play</td>
<td>Only a minority felt that their boards and senior management were sensitive to PR/GA issues.</td>
<td>There is more evidence of PR approaches being taken into consideration by directors than the formal incorporation of these approaches within the strategies of the centers.</td>
<td>The majority of centers provide space for innovation though in some cases much more at the program level than at the center level. However, status attached to the innovations is much less clear and in some cases receives an ambiguous response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULTURAL DIMENSION</td>
<td>ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE</td>
<td>COOPERATION</td>
<td>ATTITUDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The personality</td>
<td>Even though space for innovation exists, the cultural symbols and images of the majority of centers rarely support PR/GA innovation. There is even less evidence that such work is appreciated or associated with high quality research.</td>
<td>The overwhelming majority value teamwork within the organizations as well as collaboration with outside institutions.</td>
<td>At the individual level there seems to be a positive attitude towards PR/GA though several emphasized that this was stronger at the regional and program level and, much higher at the field level than the laboratory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>